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Homecoming- 
s' 
but only traces 
By Chris Flowers 
Issue Editor 
Then 
and 
now 
Roo, rah, iht, boom, ba, and all that (tuff.. . bonfires, booie, football gamti. . 
. floats, banners, (Darkly queans. . . mums, parades, megaphones. . . The 
"Student as Nigger", poverty, war. . . hunger, hatred, politics . . racism, 
pollution, revolution... Homecoming, 1971. 
t>. Homecoming -is it all it's cracked up 
C     lobe???? 
Traditionally Homecoming is the 
biggest weekend of the fall-football, 
dates, bonfires and booze. 
But college life has undergone drastic 
changes since the rah-rah days when 
school spirit reigned supreme 
Although traditions have changed, 
students still troop to Perry Stadium for 
the game and alumni still flock back to 
see the campus 
THE BIGGEST STUDENT gripe 
against Homecoming is that it "isn't 
relevant anymore." 
Denny Bookwalter, a member of 
Sigma Nu fraternity said he thinks 
Homecoming could be discontinued 
"BG alumni aren't that concerned 
about what's happening on campus like 
graduates of smaller colleges. In terms 
of alumni interest it's a loss," he said 
The same activities could be offered 
anytime for students. Bookwalter said. 
Social Chairman for Delta Zeta 
sorority. Jean Moore said their house is 
expecting many alumni to return 
Saturday for the game 
"1 guess I'm traditionally-minded. I'm 
looking forward to the activities and I 
think most of the sisters are. too," she 
said 
MS. MOORE EXPLAINED that for 
many of her sorority sisters, it would be 
their only chance during the quarter to 
see their out-of-town boyfriends 
She added that the weekend's events 
had something for everyone. 
Another aspect of Homecoming under 
fire is the queen contest This year's five 
finalists were selected by an alumni 
committee instead of by the traditional 
student vote. 
"The queen contest is a farce." 
sophomore Jack O'Bresa said. 
"You can see how representative it is 
by the number of students who vote- 
candidates are lucky if they get 200 
votes," he said 
MARY SMITH, sophomore (Ed I, said 
she doesn't feel Homecoming is 
outdated, but she questions the queen 
contest 
"It seems to me the only people who 
vote are greeks Most people in my 
dorm didn't bother to vote and most of 
them didn't know who was running. 
She admitted that although many 
students are blase about Homecoming 
there are many who enjoy it. 
"It seems like alumni benefit more 
than the students do," she added. 
A freshmen coed said she is going to 
the concert, but she isn't too excited 
about the activities because she doesn't 
feel she can relate to the campus yet 
THIS YEAR GREEKS planned spirit 
banners and house decorations rather 
than the traditional floats. 
Gary Allanson. sophomore and 
member of Sigma Alpha Kpsilon. said 
the big problem with the floats was the 
cost-usually about 150 
"Homecoming, at least at BG, seems 
to be more for the alumni than for the 
students," Allanson said 
Its mil that I'm not enthusiastic about 
Homecoming 1 am, because 1 think it's 
a great chance to show graduates what 
the school is now and how it's grown." 
Allanson said 
Moore cites campus changes 
By Kathy Fraie 
Editor 
Alumni heading back to their alma mater for a 
weekend of visiting and reminiscing will easily see 
the physical changes that have occurred since last 
homecoming, but administrative alterations may 
be a little bit harder to detect. 
According to President Hollis A. Moore Jr.. one 
of the most important changes this past year has 
been his reorganization of the administration. 
The reorganization was launched late last 
winter, and today only one major position-director 
of development-is as yet unfilled. 
THE NEW PLAN has established a No. 2 
administrator, provost Dr. Stanley Coffman, who is 
the head administrator whenever Dr. Moore is 
away from the University. 
Under the old organization plan, four vice 
presidents-Dr. James G. Bond, vice president of 
student affairs. Dr. Coffman, then vice president of 
academic affairs. Dr Kenneth McFall, vice 
president of administration and B. D. 
Owens, vice president ol resources ana tinance 
were directly under the president, and any one of 
them could have been designated to "be in charge" 
while the president was away. 
The new plan has combined student and academic 
affairs, with four vice provosts covering faculty 
affairs, student affairs, continuing education and 
research and graduate studies, reporting to the 
provost. 
The president has also attempted to bring all 
types of financial affairs under one administrator, 
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice president for 
operations 
Ke also created two other top positions, vice 
president and secretary to the Board of Trustees 
(Dr. McFall) and vice president for public services 
(James E Hoi I 
LAST SUMMER President Moore appointed the 
First Year of the Franchise Committee to study the 
role of the University in assisting students to 
exercise their voting rights under the 26th 
Amendment to the Constitution. 
The committee's report, released last week, 
included recommendations for the President to 
issue a statement encouraging full recognition of 
adulthood for citizens over 18 years of age and 
supporting students who wish to vote in their 
college community. 
As a result of the report, the University has 
already established an office of Voter Facilitation 
to help students notarize absentee ballots. 
"This voting report is fairly important," 
President Moore said. "1 don't know of any other 
University that has done one such as this." 
The president said he thought in the long roJv 
the adulthood status will be a more important issue 
than "the name of the town where a student can 
cast his vote. 
"TEN YEARS from now, if that has been 
accomplished, it will be considered the most 
important thing that happened at the time." he 
said 
As it is now, he said persons 18 to 21 years old 
can't sign a contract by themselves, nor can they 
force anyone else to honor his part of a contract. 
The committee also recommended that the 
University conduct a voting workshop for members 
of the Ohio state legislature. 
"I talked to Kurfess (Charles Kurfess, speaker of 
the Ohio House of Representatives) about the 
workshop, but he's trying so hard to wind down this 
legislative session that it probably wouldn't be 
possible until next spring," Dr. Moore said. 
However, he said Kurfess indicated he was very 
interested in the idea. 
A COMMISSION formed last spring to propose a 
University Charter incorporating a University 
Senate is expected to release its report soon. 
The proposed charter would include a one- 
chamber  organization   Including  representatives 
It's the students job to help alumni 
reminisce. he added 
BARB COTTRELL. sophomore I Ed. I. 
said she thinks tradition is nice at times 
and all in all Homecoming is cool, 
although it tends to become expensive 
"Homecoming's ok., but the old 
school spirit is gone today because 
students are different. School spirit isn't 
what college is all about-relating to 
people and growing as an individual is." 
a junior coed commented 
Whether or not students agree about 
Homecoming, fall and football will 
probably remain a part of college life in 
the near future-and that includes 
Homecoming 
from the administration, faculty and student body. 
President Moore labeled the commission one of 
the main accomplishments of the past year. 
Also of major importance are the residence hall 
changes, including establishment of the 
University's first coed dormitory and liberalized 
open house and visitation policies, he said. 
Dr. Moore said he has received no feedback, 
neither favorable nor unfavorable, from alumni 
concerning the coed dormitory. 
"Also important is the whole question of the 
University's effort to economize," he said. 
WITH THIS goal in mind, the University has 
appointed a Committee on Emergency Spending, 
which will be in operation until the state legislature 
has completed its debate over the budget. 
The committee has the power to limit requests to 
fill vacated positions, student assistantships lasting 
more than one quarter, purchases exceeding $1,000, 
and new contractual agreements involving more 
than $1,000. 
The President said the University is attempting 
to economize without placing the burden on the 
students. 
He is optimistic that the state legislature's final 
allocation to higher education will be higher than 
the amount Included In the senate's budget 
package, but not as high as the allocation in the 
house version. 
Dr.    Moore    criticized    the    legislatures 
unprecedented debate over the budget. 
"HERE WE ARE in a state with the Industrial 
capability Ohio has, and we're thrashing around in 
a budget hassle we haven't had since 1804," he said. 
The president was reluctant to predict the results 
of the Curriculum Committee's study on whether or 
not ROTC should be moved off campus. 
However, be said there was a wide range of 
changes the University could make and still be 
within guidelines set down by the Defense 
Department. 
'Revolution'-? 
Tradition-0 
By Peggy Schmidt 
Stall Reporter 
It's late October-time to get 
something together. Spirit that was here 
in the spring ain't here no more But this 
week is different-it's Homecoming 
weekend  Yippieee! 
"Homecoming is a disgusting display 
of America's attitude towards the races, 
the sexes, and the flourishing counter- 
cultural groups," remarked a local 
hermit, better known as Cal Stewart, 
senior. (A&S). "Homecoming is just a 
way of keeping things the way they were, 
keeping up the status quo." 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba and stuff like that. 
Far out! 
"THE SPIRIT is a good thing, but the 
result is negative That energy could be 
channeled into more constructive things 
than decorations and cheering-it could 
be focused on social reform and protest 
against the things that are wrong with 
this society." Blond, long-haired Bill 
Hunckler. senior (Ed.), sat at a table in 
the South End of the Union, smoking his 
pipe. 
A time for everybody to get together 
and make signs and have parties. 
"Homecoming promotes something 
which we should be trying to destroy." 
Charlie Cohn, '71 alumnus, sat on the 
steps ol Williams Hall, his jacket with 
the bright red fist on the back lying 
beside him 
"The alumni are really taking it over 
and using student fees to support an 
activity which the majority of people in 
thisdniversityaren'l even interested in. 
And it's becoming more and more 
evident that people are becoming 
disillusioned with the idea-not only in 
the fact that people simply don't go to 
the game, but in the open protests that 
are being staged against '.he idea, like 
the one that happened last year." 
SIPPING VODKA from a leather flask 
at    the    football    game    Saturday 
afternoon...that'll bring back memories 
to the alumni of how it was in the good 
ole days. 
"To me, Homecoming is the weekend I 
have to stash all my dope and 
paraphenalia, and clean out the 
refrigerator because my parents are 
coming up." A long-haired girl with wire 
frames played with her collie on the 
inner campus. 
"It could be a good thing if we could 
somehow turn it in to what it is in theory- 
's day to welcome former students back, 
but the way it is now 1 wish it would just 
go away." 
And the really big moment when the 
queen and her court, representing the 
BG, MAC, USA type of girl, come out 
during half-time. 
"I pattern my life the complete 
opposite of her. It's the human being 
that's important, not the body. And 
that's what the queen is elected for-her 
body." Gayle Rowley, sophomore (Ed.), 
pulled on her army jacket, catching her 
naturally wavy hair behind the collar. 
"Homecoming is really hard for me to 
talk about since I don't identify with it." 
AND THE DINNER dance later in the 
evening, hoping the mum hasn't died by 
then. And then on to the Holiday Inn. 
"Homecoming is the highlight of my 
year with the game and the parties, the 
return of alumni, and just all those 
things that give my life meaning." Sam 
Wenger, senior (A&S), grinned as he 
looked up from his copy of "The Divided 
Self." 
"Its extreme relevance, the queen, and 
all the merry-making really speaks to 
the crucial issues of the day, and besides 
that, it keeps the students off the streets. 
All power to homecoming!" 
And Sunday, the recuperation. 
"I just choose to ignore its existence." 
John Ingram, sophomore (A&S), 
commented. "Homecoming is a case of 
profound neglect." 
tasansansai ow wony & 
PisiHsni Hoflr. A. Moor* Jr. 
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homecoming 
Welcome back, alumni. This is Bowling Green, 1971. 
We'll leave it up to you to decide just what is happening here 
this year. 
If you want, you can give the campus only a superficial glance 
as you walk from your comfortable little hotel room in the Union, 
or the Holiday Inn. or wherever you've managed to find a place to 
crash. 
And if you really try. you can probably convince yourself that 
this is one college campus where homecoming queens and 
football games are "where it's at." 
Because there are going to be a lot of people charging around 
here this weekend with the true 1950 homecoming spirit, hoping to 
prove to you that this campus at least is quiet and behaving itself, 
so won't you please donate some more money to us since we've 
been so good? 
If you're really interested, y«u could sit in on a couple of classes 
and find out why students are complaining about relevancy. 
Talk to some students--any students, we don't care, short hair, 
long hair, whatever you can find-and find out what really 
concerns them. 
Ask them if they like what the University is doing with their 
hard-earned money. 
Ask them if they like what's happening to them politically, 
socially, economically. Just ask them. 
And then you decide what it's like to be a college student in 1971. 
coed dorms 
Last year University administrators couldn't foresee a 
coeducational residence hall on this campus for fcome time to 
come. 
They claimed the University wasn't ready for such a system 
and the present living units were not constructed to accommodate 
men and women in the same building 
It's funny what a little initiative can do Uarrow Hall was 
chosen last year to be the first coed dormitory on campus. 
In its first month of operation, the residents and staff of Darrow 
have shown this University community that when men and 
women are housed in the same dormitory they can live together 
as mature adults. 
Now that we have one coed living unit, the University should 
begin to make plans to convert three or four more dormitories 
into coed residence halls. 
Students should have the wide option of choosing their own 
residence hall system. With more coed dormitories on campus, 
more students can be admitted who prefer to live in the same 
building with members of the opposite sex. 
Even though Darrow Hall can be termed the"experimenl."this 
living unit is a good example of how administrators can place 
their trust in the student and in return, receive the actions of 
responsible adults. 
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wasted years most productive 
By James A. Mlcheaer 
Editor's Note: A one-time professor, 
editor, World War II serviceman to the 
Soeth Pacific, aad Pulitzer Prise winner. 
Jamet A. Mlcheaer has brought a whole 
new dimension to the world of literature 
Mr. Mlcheaer has authored such best 
selling novels ai "Hawaii", "Caravans" 
and      The Drifters." 
Don't be too calculating. Don't be too 
scientific Don't let the shrinks terrify 
you or dictate the movements of your 
life 
If Swarthmore College in I92S had 
employed even a half-way decent 
guidance counselor, I would have spent 
my life as an assistant professor of 
education in some midwestern 
university 
Because when I reported to college it 
must have been apparent to everyone 
that I was destined for some kind of 
academic career 
Nevertheless, I was allowed to take 
Spanish, which leads to nothing, instead 
of French or German, which as everyone 
knows are important languages studied 
by serious students who wish to gain a 
PhD 
I CANNOT TELL YOU how often I was 
penalized for having taken a frivolous 
language like Spanish instead of a 
decent, self-respecting tongue like 
French. In the end. I sacrificed my 
college career. 
In the end. I was able to write a book 
about Spain which will probably live 
longer than anything else I've done. In 
other words, I blindly backed into a 
minor masterpiece. 
It was Spanish that opened up for me a 
whole new universe of concepts and 
ideas. 
I wrote nothing until I was forty This 
tardy beginning, one might say this 
delinquency, stemmed from the fact that 
I had spent a good deal of my early time 
knocking around this country and 
Europe, trying to find out what I believed 
in. what values were large enough to 
enlist my sympathies during what I 
sensed would be a long and confused life. 
I!ad I committed myself at age 
eighteen, as I was encouraged to do. I 
would not even have known the 
parameters of the problem, and any 
choice I might have made then would 
have had to be wrong. 
It took me forty years to find out the 
(acts. 
AS A CONSEQUENCE, I have never 
been able to feel anxiety about young 
people who are fumbling their way 
toward the enlightenment that will keep 
them going 
I doubt that a young man-unless he 
wants to be a doctor or a research 
chemist, where a substantial body of 
specific knowledge must be mastered 
within a prescribed time-can waste 
time, regardless of what he does. 
I believe you have till age thirty-five to 
decide finally on what you are going to 
do. and that any explorations you pursue 
so they say 
Dr. C. Jackson Grayson. dean of the 
Southern Methodist University School of 
Business after his appointment as head 
of the seven-member Price Commission 
on President Nixon's pay and price 
panels 
"I haven't been advised yet why I was 
chosen. All I know is I got a call and 
decided It was an assignment I couldn't 
turndown." 
in the process will in the end turn out to 
have been creative. 
Indeed, it may well be the year that 
observers describe as "wasted" that will 
prove to have been the most productive 
of those insights which will keep you 
going 
The trip to Egypt. The two years spent 
working as a runner for a bank. The spell 
you spent on the newspaper in Idaho 
Your apprenticeship at a trade. 
These are the ways in which a young 
man ought to spend his life, the ways of 
waste that lead to true intelligence. 
TWO MORE COMMENTS. Throughout 
my life, I have been something of an 
idealist-optimist, so it is startling for me 
to discover that recently I have become a 
downright Nietzschean! 
I find that the constructive work of the 
world is done by an appallingly small 
percentage of the general population. 
The rest simply don't give a damn, or 
they grow tired...or they failed to 
acquire when young the ideas that would 
vitalize them for the long decades. 
I am not saying that they don't matter. 
They count as among the most precious 
items on earth. But they cannot be 
depended upon either to generate 
necessary new ideas or put them into 
operation if someone else generates 
them. 
Therefore those men and women who 
do have the energy to form new 
constructs and new ways to implement 
them must do the work of many. I 
believe it to be an honorable aspiration to 
want to be among those creators. 
FINAL COMMENT. I was about forty 
when I retired from the rat race, having 
satisfied myself that I could handle it if I 
had to 
I saw then a man could count his life a 
success if he survived-merely survived 
to age sixty-five without having ended up 
in jail (because he couldn't adjust to the 
minimum laws that society requires I or 
having landed in the booby hatch 
(because he could not bring his 
personality into harmony with the 
personalities of others l 
I believe this now without question 
Income, position, the opinion of one's 
friends, the judgment of one's peers and 
all the other traditional criteria by which 
human beings are generally judged are 
for the biids. 
The only question is, "Can you hang on 
through the crap they throw at you and 
not lose your freedom or your good 
sense?" 
I am now sixty-four and three- 
quarters, and it's beginning to look as if I 
may make it If I do. whatever happens 
beyond that is on the house and of no 
concern to me. 
//Mll|lUMl^i\iHiii||l|i 
DETROIT AIR CONTROL 
J1P 
i 
iVl MIKE J>ofiSi.V 
Look at it this way Chief.  One device takes care 
of both air-pollution and the population explosion. 
news Leuers 
campus safety 
case for collective discretion 
HOWEVER, UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, I DONT HAVE MUCH ALTERNATIVE 
A front page article in yesterday's BG 
News leads me to believe that Vice 
President Scheuerman hasn't the 
vaguest idea why "people were shocked 
at the University's response" in the 
ROTC conflict last spring 
Like a good prosecutor he implies that 
guilt has been established and that the 
issues were simple ones Perhaps a reply 
from one of those who were shocked is 
appropriate. 
The ROTC review last spring was a 
very complex event subject to several 
different interpretations, each well 
represented within the University 
community. The thing which "shocked" 
people was that long after any emergency 
aspects had disappeared, the campus 
cops, pursuing a rather simplistic 
concept of law-and-order were permitted 
to become rather heavy-handed 
participants on one side of what had been 
an intra-university dispute. 
WHAT NOW BOTHERS me most is 
Scheuerman's statement that "charges 
will be filed with local courts at the 
discretion of Campus Safety personnel." 
An unfortunate and inexact parallel 
springs to mind. 
It is like proposing that the prosecution 
of John Scopes (had he been teaching at a 
university) should have been led by the 
University Police in the infamous 
Tennessee monkey trials of 1925 From a 
simplistic point of view Scopes seemed 
to be violating Tennessee law by 
teaching evolution and it took three 
years to establish his innocence. 
IT MAY BE three years betore we 
know whether the arrests made last 
spring result in convictions which will 
stand up in the higher courts or whether 
like the Vietnam War they were well 
intentloned but expensive blunders. 
In the meantime, I would like the 
option of supporting the Campus 
Security's efforts in preventing rapes, 
burglaries, bombings and overtime 
parking without giving them carte 
blanche to resurrect some obscure Ohio 
blue law to use as a club to enforce their 
personal vision of acceptable behavior at 
an educational institution by threatening 
to take people to court on the mere hope 
that the charges might stick. 
I DONT THINK Mr. Scheuerman 
meant what he was quoted as saying. I 
think that discretionary power in 
sensitive cases will not reside in the 
Campus Security personnel but in the 
future will be responsive to the collective 
judgment of those responsible for the 
educational validity of the University's 
programs. 
If this is not the case and educational 
objectives are to be secondary to good 
public relations and operational 
convenience, then we had better change 
lour concepts of what BGSU is all about, 
or  prepare  ourselves   for  some  real 
shocks in the not too far distant future. 
Bruce Edwards 
215 D Hayes Kail 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may comment 
on any other letter, column or 
editorial. We ask, however, that 
guest columns not be written in 
direct response to any other 
published editorial item. 
Letters should be a maximum 
of 300 words, typewritten. We 
ask that columns be no more than 
four typed pages triple-spaced. 
The'News maintains the right 
to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with respect 
to the laws of libel and proper 
taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address and 
phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, lot University Pall 
'Homecoming a mockery' 
Blacks view white' fest 
By    Peggy  Schmidt 
Stall Reporter 
"Homecoming at Bowling 
Green is a mockery." an 
attractive black woman with a 
beautifully manicured Afro 
remarked. The other black 
students sitting around the 
table agreed. 
But even these words 
glossed over the more hostile 
feelings that were felt inside. 
Perhaps they were caused by 
the dilemma of being black on 
a campus that was about to 
celebrate an essentially white 
Homecoming. 
"Take the selection of the 
queen, for example." Leora 
Gamble, senior (A & S). 
pointed out it's like the Miss 
America pageant. every year 
the same type of girl is 
chosen-she's white, slim, 
with long straight hair 
SANDY     ROUTE,     a 
graduate student agreed 
"Besides that, if a black 
queen were elected, she 
wouldn't necessarily be held 
up as a model of everything 
that is right like white queens 
are. but rather she would 
represent that there is such a 
thing as black beauty, too " 
This year two black 
students ran as candidates for 
queen, but did not get past the 
screening committee "I fell 
that the screening committee 
was biased.'' said Gloria 
Broomfield. senior lA&Si.one 
of the contestants 
"It was hard tu tell on what 
basis they chose the 
candidates, and although 1 did 
have a lot of activities, they 
were all related to the black 
community. Maybe they held 
this against me." 
"There was a black woman 
elected queen in 1965," one of 
the students commented. 
"They did ask me if I thought 
I could represent the entire 
student body.'' Ms. 
Broomfield added, "and I said 
yes. I felt that 1 was 
representative at least 
according to their standards 
VWmVWWIWMMWM 
If the vote was solely up to the 
students, both black 
candidates would have stood a 
better chance of winning." 
"TO ME. EVERY black 
woman is a queen-it's not 
necessary for a woman to 
stand up and say I'm a 
queen. Clarence Daniels, a 
grad student, explained 
"But if a black woman 
wants to run for queen, she 
should be given the 
opportunity and have a 
feasible chance of winning 
It's the principle of the thing 
that's important." he said. 
Someone else brought up 
John Sebastian. "That's a lot 
of bullshit." one of the blacks 
said. And the general 
consensus seemed to be that 
Sebastian didn't exist as far as 
the majority of the black 
community was concerned. 
"It wouldn't even have to a 
black artist that was 
performing, just someone that 
blacks can dig, too, maybe 
Santana." Mrs. Route 
suggested 
"The only trouble with 
having a black musician 
perform who definitely does 
appeal to the black 
community is that even if 
every black student on 
cdmpus came, it still wouldn't 
cover the expense," Bill Pitts, 
Director of the Student 
Development Program, 
explained. "But that doesn't 
mean that black groups 
shouldn't perform here." he 
added. "Even lor 
Homecoming." 
"THERE    NEVER     HAS 
been a homecoming planned 
with the black student in 
mind." Daniels, who has been 
at Bowling Green lor lour 
years, but never to a 
Homecoming, continued, "I 
was lost when I came here as 
a freshman when it came to 
Homecoming, but at least now 
there are alternative 
activities for black students 
mostly at their own expense " 
The Black Alumni 
Association which was formed 
within the last few years 
usually sponsors a dance a 
Homecoming, with some 
financial support from the 
Alumni Association. 
However. the black 
fraternities   use   their   own 
funds to finance a dance for 
black undergraduates. 
"About the only reason that 
black alumni or students 
come to homecoming is either 
to support the brothers on the 
team, or more recently, to 
attend the activities provided 
by the black students 
themselves." said Bob Horn, 
graduate student 
"HOMECOMING IS 
analagous to a mentally ill 
slate, where one's conception 
of reality is shrouded." Mrs. 
Gamble commented. Another 
black woman agreed-it was 
hard for her to see the point of 
spending money on 
decorations an other 
ceremonies when racism and 
poverty were so apparent-at 
least to her 
The comments went on-to 
Pakistan, the Pope, poverty, 
the police-the black students 
resentful over the 
inconsistencies of American 
society, especially those that 
were blatantly present at 
Bowling Green Homecoming 
became almost a minor issue, 
important only to the extent 
that it mirrored the 
inconsistencies they spoke of. 
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Moore crowns 
Queen Koppert 
Rae lynn Koppert 
Rae Lynn Koppert. senior 
(Ed l was crowned as the 
1971-1972 Homecoming queen 
and will reign over the 
festivities during the coming 
weekend 
Ms Koppert was selected 
by a student body vote and 
was crowned by President 
Hollis A. Moore Jr. at a pep 
rally at the Student Services 
Bldg last night 
The queen and her court will 
be presented at the 
homecoming football game 
Saturday Ms Koppert also 
served as an attendent on the 
homecoming court during her 
sophomore year. 
Ms Koppert was selected 
from a field of five senior 
women selected by a Bowling 
Green alumni committee for 
poise, personality, campus 
activities and beauty. 
Ms Koppert represented 
Alpha Xi Delta sorority 
Attending the queen are 
senior attendant Susan Short, 
junior attendant Sandie Fox. 
sophomore attendant Lee 
Olson and freshman 
attendant Jan Robinson 
A protest which had been 
announced by members of a 
women's liberation group 
over the coronation of the 
queen failed to materialize 
during the ceremonies 
City police apprehend nine 
in crackdown on bikers 
Several University students 
have received citations for 
traffic offenses with bicycles, 
according to Lt. Matt Brichla 
of the Bowling Green city 
police force 
Thirteen persons, including 
both students and 
townspeople, have been cited 
for failure to stop at a stop 
sign, not having bicycles 
properly equipped, or not 
having the bicycle registered 
Bicycles are not permitted at 
all in the business district. 
Those who are over 18 will 
have to go to municipal court, 
while the one juvenile 
arrested will go to juvenile 
court, according to Brichta. 
THE BOWLING GREEN 
police force previously had a 
system of issuing written 
warrants warning the 
offenders, but due to the influx 
of bicycles the city has found 
it necessary to take a stronger 
measures, according to 
Brichta 
There are 6,000 bikes 
registered in the city Brichta 
said, and this does not include 
those registered on campus. 
Brichta admitted that in the 
past the system of issuing 
citations for bicycle offenses 
was somewhat lax. Some of 
the reasons he gave for this 
were    that    impounding 
bicycles is difficult and the 
Bowling Green police force is 
small. 
Brichta said one of the 
factors the city's failure to 
start a bicycle safety program 
with the University 
Sometime within the next 
week the city police force will 
have copies of bicycle rules 
and regulations available to 
anyone who wants them, 
according to Brichta. 
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Court 
N.w.ph.t. bv Mkhoel Mdmsn 
While the Homecoming Queen and her court pot* for pictures, protestor! on 
the second floor give their opinion of the whole affair. 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS 
AGAINST REDSKINS 
Stock up for the 
Game now! 
AT 
SOUTH SIDE 6 
CORNER OF 352-4581 
NAPOLEON & S. MAIN PHONE 
THE "CHI 0 GENERATION" 
Goin' Active - Keepin' Strong 
Congratulations: 
Denise Behm 
Betsy Crawford 
Linda Cruickshank 
Denise Davis 
Mary Finerty 
Claudia Leschivtta 
Chris Mohler 
Diana Yergin 
Paula Newsom 
Gerry Novotny 
Maureen Ruppe 
Susie Scheetz 
Judy Van Deventer 
Shirley Wasylko 
Jan Wimer 
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POOCH GLUT 
BANGER DUCK 
BEAST LILLY 
DOC HUTCH 
FAR ZELMO 
BRUSH FIRE SHADOW 
BEAMER UTZ 
JOC KEMP 
PEACH ROSIE 
SCOUT KIEF 
COE NYRD 
SILLY PUTTY NIF 
ENGLE TREE 
HAG ROTH 
KIT FISH 
THE KID 
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Jack & The Turkeys 
on making the "Big Time" 
FRATERS! "Keep on Trucking' 
mmmmm 
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HOMECOMING 
SPECIAL 
r SPORT COATS 
AND 
DRESS SLACKS 
SAVE 20% 
This Week Only 
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(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN) 
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Review:  'Summer' disappointing 
By Rlckard Prlcr 
When S.N Behrman's "End 
of Summer" opened in 1936. 
one enthusiastic New York 
critic hailed it as "one of the 
funniest plays of the decade " 
When the University 
Theatre's production opened 
Wednesday night in the Main 
Auditorium, the fun was gone 
This "summer" was an 
endless agony. 
Drawing-room     comedies, 
like drawing-room 
furnishings, are such fragile 
creations that any over or 
under-acting can spoil the 
intended light, comic effect. 
This dramatic form is 
notoriously long on dialogue 
and short on movement In 
Behrman's setting, where 
characters merely sit around 
and talk, the only sign of 
action is the incessant 
wagging of tongues, which 
itself gets monotonous after a 
while. 
The conversation is not 
totally lacking in spirit, and 
the play's three generations of 
characters debate a wide 
variety of topics, ranging 
from sin to psychiatry and 
from feminine wiles to 
fortune-hunting. The 
playwright is more interested 
in people than in politics; he 
refuses to force his 
convictions on anyone, 
preferring to listen patiently 
while all expound their 
viewpoints 
Behrman's dialogue, 
like Shaw's, flows as naturally 
and perpetually as water from 
a leaky faucet-with no 
plumber in sight This play is 
perhaps more akin to the 
closet drama, a wordy 
diatribe that would be less 
taxing if read and not seen. 
WITHOUT SOME SENSE of 
progression, such dramas 
would make fidgety viewers 
ask bow long until 
Intermission instead of what's 
going to happen next. As it 
was, some members of 
Wednesday's audience merely 
got up and left. 
Another saving feature of 
the drawing-room comedy 
missing from "End of 
Summer" is brevity. Tasteful 
cutting might have a 
vaccinating effect upon the 
audience, allowing us to 
absorb the long-winded 
dialogue and often lethargic 
movement in mild doses by 
building up an immunity to the 
play's imbalances until our 
pulses are slowed to the 
tempo of the action. 
The actors are badly in need 
of a director. With two 
notable exceptions, these 
performances are as 
uninspired and lethargic as 
the     script. Gerald 
Argetsinger as the radically- 
U.A.O. SPONSORS 
16 MILE 
CANOE TRIP 
LOUDONVILLE OCT  30 
FOR MORE INFORM A TION 
CALL UAO OFFICE 
372-2343 
\ 
New Cycle 
Scandalous is how they used to describe the short 
look. Today, however, it's freedom, smart and 
practical. And look who's leading this peace jacket 
and hot pants parade . . . Corner One. 
(Thr Hmurrsittj ^luiii 
OPEN 9:00-5:30 M ON-SAT. 
352-5165 532 E. W00STER ST. 
oriented Will Dexter may be 
sure of his philosophy, but he 
is less so of his delivery. Kis 
wealthy fiancee, Shari 
Goldberg, recites her lines 
with a rapid, monotonous 
breathlessness and without 
any punctuation between 
sentences. 
W. Allen Fox is so 
dispassionate as Sam 
Frothingham that he appears 
to be disinterested in the 
proceedings. Mary Kay Feicht 
is feeble as the family 
matriarch and Bill Kirchhoff 
is so vituperative as the 
cynical Boris that his lines 
lose their meaning. 
ONLY IN JEANNE BLUM 
and Wm. Clayton Johnson, 
Esq. do we find performances 
commensurate with talents. 
Miss Blum's portrayal of a 
flirtatious matron blessed 
with generous intent and little 
intelligence is at once bouncy, 
exuberant and effervescent. 
With an air of suavity and 
coolness which stands aloof 
from the cast's general 
uneasiness, Mr. Johnson as 
radical journalist Dennis 
McCarthy provides some 
semblance of balance for a 
play that is poorly structured 
and poorly directed. 
A rather disappointing start 
for a generally top-flight 
theater group 
OPAC makes plans 
for rally in Detroit 
The Ohio Peace Action 
Council lOPAC) is planning to 
send a contingent of its 
members to a mass rally and 
demonstration to be held in 
Detroit Nov 6. 
The rally is in support of the 
Cooper-Church amendment 
which calls for a complete 
pull-out of American troops in 
Vietnam by the end of the 
year, according to Jim Kellar, 
OPAC member 
There will be regional 
rallies and demonstrations for 
the Cooper-Church 
amendment all over the 
country on that day, he said. 
OPAC is arranging rides to 
Detroii for anyone who wants 
to   attend   the   rally.   Those 
interested can sign up at the 
OPAC table in University 
Pall 
OPAC will be leafletting and 
collecting donations to help 
pay for expenses for the 
Detroit trip today and all next 
week on the first floor of 
University Kail. 
Kellar said OPAC will be 
lobbying for peace issues in 
the primaries and may work 
with some candidates who 
support the peace 
movement's objectives. He 
added that OPAC may also go 
into the Bowling Green 
community before the coming 
election to work for peace 
issues during the campaign 
John Sebastian arrives 
John Sebastian, former lead 
singer of the Lovin' Spoonful, 
will appear tonight in concert 
at Anderson Arena at 8 p.m. 
LIKE SHRIMP? 
MORE THAN YOU CAN EAT 
EVERY FRIDAY    om» 
• Clam Chowder 
• Creamy Cole Slaw 
• Jumbo Breaded Fantail Shrimp 
• Crisp French Fries 
• Bread, Butter & Apple butter 
• Cocktail sauce & lemon 
• Crackers 
§ DUTCH PANTEY 
*l •        f AMILY RESTAURANT • 
1-75 & E. WOOSTER 
FACULTY-ALUMNI DAY 
FRIDAY SPEAKERS OCT. 23 
Earl Wright 
10:00 
302 Hayes Hall 
Mr. Jay Merkle 
12:00 
Pheasant Room 
Faculty Lounge 
Richard Brown 
11:00 
121 Hayes Hall 
Dr. Linda Wagner 
3:00 
211 University Hall 
Dr. David Anderson 
2:00-3:00 
308 University Hall 
Dr. Stanley Kutler 
to be arranged 
Dr. Paul Wolf ran 
1:00 
207 Home Economics 
Mr. Nick Mileti 
10:00 - 12:00 
113 Hayes Hall 
Dr. William Day 
1.00 - 2.00 
300 Moseley Hall 
Mr. Charles Shanklin 
12:00 
303 Moseley Hall 
Mr. Charles Kurfess 
12:00 
309 Moseley Hall 
Dr. Robert Hanrahan 
1:00 
305 Moseley Hall 
Mr. Robert Taylor 
10:00- 12:00 
105 Psychology Bldg. 
Mr. Herb Clarke 
12:00 -1:00 
South Hall-TV Studio 
Dr. Harold McGrady 
11:00-12:00 
Pink Dogwood - Union 
Mr. Joseph Zingale 
11.00-12:00 
South Hall-TV Studio 
Tickets are now on sale at the 
Union ticket office for $2.50, 
S3 and $3.50. 
Sebastian wrote much of the 
music that made the Spoonful 
one of the most popular 
groups of the mid-sixties, such 
as "Do You Believe in Magic." 
"Younger Girl," "Nashville 
Cats" and "Summer in the 
City." 
Since the group split up. the 
singing-songwriter has 
continued    to   play   concert 
circuit with a style that has 
been described as being a 
little bit of everything-blues. 
folk, ragtime, gospel. 
Sebastian appeared at 
Woodstock and has also 
backed-up other major 
performers on rock albums. 
Kis own latest album is 
appropriately entitled "John 
B Sebastian". 
Sebastian will appear with a 
local group. "The Dynasty". 
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Fact 
Line 372-2445 
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UAO. PRESENTS 
CAMPUS MOVIES 
OCT. 22-23 
"You're A Big Boy Now" 
FRI. - 6. 11 SAT. - 6 
"Good-Bye Mr. Chips'" 
FRI. - 8 SAT. - 8 
210 MATH SCIENCE FRII Admission with ID 
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Molly Mu sez: 
WELCOME 
ALUMS 
GET HIGH FOR 
HOMECOMING 
BEAT MIAMI! 
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LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famous US. Wo«e«SU Team Diet 
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's 
Alpine Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet 
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right-20 
pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical 
food action and was devised by a famous Colorado 
physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal 
energy is maintained (very important!) while reduc- 
ing. You keep "full"-no starvation-because the diet 
is designed that way! It's a diet that is easy to follow 
whether you work, travel or stay it home. 
This is. honestly a fantastically successful diet. If it 
weren't, the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per- 
mitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the same 
break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scien- 
tific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other 
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's 
Ski Team Diet. That is. if you really do want to lose 
20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this out 
as a reminder. 
Send only $ 1.00 ($ 1.25 for Rush Service)-cash is 
O.K.-to: Ski Team Diet. P.O. Box 15493, San 
Diego, Calif. 92115. Don't order unless you expect 
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks! Because that's 
what the Ski Team Diet will do! 
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Coed dorm residents tell all 
ByCMyS-sfX. 
EoUuri»J Eo»*r 
In January of last year, Dr. 
James Bond, vice president of 
student affairs, told The News 
that he didn't envision the 
University moving rapidly 
toward a coeducational 
dormitory system. 
"They (the administrators) 
are afraid the students will 
misbehave in such a 
situation." he said. 
Director of Resident 
Services, Robert Rudd also 
doubted the feasibility of coed 
dormitories on this campus. 
He said the physical structure 
of the residence halls would 
not lend itself to coed bousing. 
"OUR DEPARTMENT has 
taken the standpoint that 
there's really no need for coed 
bousing...the real need is for 
housing, period," Rudd said in 
an interview last winter. 
Despite the pessimism of 
administrators last year, a 
coed living unit is alive on this 
campus and working well in 
its first year in Darrow Hall. 
"So far, people involved- 
staff, visitors and residents- 
are adjusting very well, 
although there are some 
isolated instances that are the 
growing pains of a coed living 
system," said Dennis Snavley, 
director of Darrow Hall. "But 
if our success continues, we 
could have a very good thing 
happening." 
Darrow Hall experienced its 
first growing pain when 
applications for residence hall 
preferences were accepted 
last year. Darrow found itself 
following far behind the other 
housing units on the 
popularity list. 
"THERE ARE many 
reasons for this," said 
Snavley. "First there was a 
misunderstanding on how the 
dorm would be run. Also, 
many students thought 
Darrow would fill up quickly 
so they didn't apply and many 
of the students decided to 
move off campus " 
Despite the slow start, 
Darrow is completely filled 
except for five female 
vacancies. 
Women students occupy the 
first and second floors and the 
men are housed on the third 
and fourth floors. Free 
visitation rights among the 
residents prevail 24 hours a 
day, although there are 
designated visiting hours for 
those who do not live in 
Darrow. 
Since this is the first year a 
coeducational dormitory has 
made its way to this campus. 
Darrow is under the watchful 
eye of students and 
administrators who are 
wondering whether or not the 
program will work. 
Tom Cody, senior (Ed.), 
said the students realize 
Darrow is under a 
microscope, but it doesn't 
bother them. 
"EVERYONE says this is 
an experiment and the result 
will be whether we make it or 
not. Well, as far as I'm 
concerned, we've made it. I 
think every dorm should be 
this way." he said. 
"We've got an identity." 
said   Roger   Weber,   junior 
Mr. Dale Stormer. 
Pres. Toledo AFL CIO 
talks about the 
WAGE-PRICE 
FREEZE 
the controls and 
their effects. 
SUN., OCT. 24 
8:30 P.M. 
AJumni ROOM. Union 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
SPONSORED BY 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
(B. A i. "When you tell people 
you live in Darrow, a 
conversation starts 
immediately." 
Unfortunately, a coed 
dormitory can acquire the 
wrong identity Are the tales 
of orgies and free love that 
are connected with the system 
really true? What is it really 
like to live in a hall with men 
and women-together? 
"It's not like a bunch of boys 
and girls-it's like a bunch of 
friends, a community." said 
Cody 
"Proper social pressures 
are not on us here as they 
were in the other dorms." 
said Bonnie Koglman. junior 
Working 
together 
NmatNM h* MM* law 
Two Darrow Hall residents work 
together to adjust one of the 
television sets in the 
coeducational dormitory. 
(Ed) "The restrictions were 
so tight when I lived in Ashley 
last year. I couldn't decide 
whether to move off campus 
or here I wanted total 
freedom and this is the place 
to get it." 
MS. KOGLMAN said most 
of the women residents have 
no qualms about walking up 
and down the halls in their 
bathrobes and curlers. 
Graduate student Kathy 
Kleppinger. Darrow Hall's 
assistant director, said the 
atmosphere in the coed unit is 
"one of friendliness, rather 
than dating." 
Trying to convince one's 
parents that a "friendly" 
atmosphere is an innocent one 
may be a problem for some 
students who desire to live in 
Darrow. Although written 
parental consent to live in the 
coed dormitory is not 
required, the overall reaction 
from parents has been 
positive. 
' The mother of a 
sophomore girl said she was 
very pleased her daughter had 
the opportunity to live where 
men and women live together 
in the same building." said 
Ms. Kleppinger. 
The four student advisors 
assigned to Darrow are 
finding their duties as resident 
advisors in a coed dormitory 
differ from their role in the 
other dormitories. 
"I USED TO spend fifty per 
cent of my time locking and 
unlocking doors This year I 
have more time for counseling 
and advising," said Resident 
Advisor Karen Lotas, senior 
(Ed l 
Although the staff members 
play a large part in making 
the Darrow Hall experiment a 
success, Snavley said the 
residents were told in the 
beginning of the year they will 
be given a lot of 
responsibility, and the success 
of the coed system will depend 
on how they act as mature 
individuals. 
Apparently, the residents 
have     accepted     their 
love-hate-greed-dignity-creativity-jealousy-beauty 
-form-harmony-loneliness-insight-envy 
-war-peace-feeling-pride-anger 
-sex-hope-challenge-despair 
-meaning-rhythm- 
- life -  
fry the Humanities Program in 
THE CLUSTER COLLEGE 
The Peanuts' Musical 
'You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown" 
Fri. & Sat.. Oct. 22 & 23; 8:00 P.M. 
Fri. & Sat.. Oct. 29 & 30; 200 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. 
Adults $2.00 Students $1.00 
B.G.S.U. Student Cast 
Bowling Green Junior High Auditorium 
(Downtown B G    One block West of Main St.) 
Something New 
Sport Cyclery 
Import Specialists 
Shipment of Raleigh 3, 5. 
and 10 speeds due on 
Nov. 3.1971 
BACK PACKS 
ONLY 
$1.50 EACH 
Slightly more 
for printing 
ol your choice 
115 W. MERRY 352-9157 
mm 
3~ <®\®£ 
TGassKc 
MAKE MOM AND DAD HAPPY - have year 
sanier picture hi the 72 KEY...372 2656. 
make an appointment now! 
responsibility. Ms 
Kleppinger said the male and 
female students are always 
doing favors for each other. 
"THERE IS that problem in 
every dormitory, that when 
you want repairs done, you 
have to wait for the 
maintenance men to do it. 
Well, the guys can get it done 
faster for the girls." she said. 
Ms. Kleppinger said the 
male residents bunk beds and 
repair television sets for the 
women The females in turn, 
do domestic favors for the 
men like ironing shirts and 
sewing buttons 
Snavley said he recently 
witnessed an example of 
resident-to-resident respons- 
ibility in Darrows main 
lounge 
tfe said a girl was watching 
a soap opera on television and 
a male student who 
apparently didn't see her, 
changed the channel to the 
world series game 
"He turned around and 
looked at the girl." said 
Snavley. "Then he switched 
back to the soap opera and 
said. Guess I'll go upstairs 
and watch it in black and 
while ' ' 
Relaxing 
together 
The    informal   atmosphere   in    Darrow    Hall   enables 
students to get together for rap sessions. 
For Homecoming 
Weekend... 
Here's a guide 
to fine Food 
and refreshment... 
,^over 
BASKIN-ROBBINS, 
ICE    CREAM    STORES) 
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Flavors 
Sundaes, sodas, milk shakes 
PARTY DESSERTS. HAND PACKED ICE CREAM 
STADIUM PLAZA - E. WOOSTER - 175 
SWfV.   fl fTf7s\ 
303  N.  Moln                                     ^ feR 
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FREE   Delivery 
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS 
Phone 352 6782, 352 5167 or 352-5166 
S P.M. -  1 A.M. Doily - 3 AM   Fr,   * Sol 
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MMM0N -  10  M                 11  Inch 14   iMk II  iMk 
ChMM                                        tl   10              $140 $190 $3.t0 
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GRAND OPENING 
OCT. 18 
ATHAN'S VILLAGE 
HOMEMADE GREEK 
COOKING with PRIDE 
WE GUARANTEE 
YOU'LL LIKE OUR FOOD 
OR THERE WILL RENO CHARGE 
SERVING 
LUNCH & DINNER 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST! 
NOW TRY THE BEST! 
PRICED TO FIT 
YOUR BUDGET 
STADIUM PLAZA 
1616 E. WOOSTER ST. 
For Oct. 23 Homecoming, 
Eat Meet and Greet 
At The Ambassador 
For dinner or get together, party 0' reception Only 
minutes from BG on Inteistate 280 (East Toledo Ex- 
pressway) at Hanlgy Rd. 
. Dining Hoom.   . Cocktail Uung*  • Mooting Roomi 
The Ambassador 837-5791 
MMeWMMNVVMVtJMMMMMMMMflAM' 
After the 
game: 
* Ice Cream 
* Sundaes 
* Malts 
* Sandwiches 
* Shakes 
* Sodas 
■ Complete line 
of snacks 
NOW ■ EXPANDED PARKING 
IN REAR! 
Dairy 
Queen 
Stop in often and 
watch us grow 
J$\ 0:30 A.M.-11:30 P.M. 
"'««roan"1 Daily 
434 E. Wooster 
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Cinema critique 
Twenty-four frames a second 
By Jack Nachbar 
The two moviei now at the 
Cinema I are a lesson in 
history: what we hoped to be 
and what we are. 
I didn't really like Bruce 
Brown's film about surfing. 
"The Endless Summer.'' 
Even though the shots of 
surfers sliding down the big 
waves were exciting and often 
beautiful, ninety minutes of 
the same thing got boring 
So I 'thought Brown's 
newest documentary. "On 
Any Sunday," which is about 
motorcycle racing, would be 
even worse. Surfing, after all. 
is a bit like ballet; there is 
however, nothing aesthetic 
about a filthy motorcycle 
rider whirling around a dirt 
track 
The first few minutes of the 
film seemed to confirm my 
suspicions. Kids    riding 
bicvcles   pretended    to   be 
motorcycle racers. There 
was endless footage of the 
dirty circular tracks. And the 
narrator kept mouthing 
nonsense like, "Men is a 
gentle man in a violent 
world " I yawned and began 
to try to see what time it was. 
BUT THEN, the picture got 
off the dirt track and I 
suddenly discovered that I 
was rather enjoying myself. 
There's a long section on 
cross-country racing which 
was made engaging by the 
presence of Malcolm Smith, a 
champion racer who has a 
huge, infectious grin. 
And there's an interestingly 
filmed sequence about desert 
racing that starts with a high 
helicopter shot of the 
hundreds of racers squirming 
through the desert like water 
bugs on a lake The shots in 
the sequence come lower and 
lower until the camera is on a 
Al'TOMATIC TKMI'EHATl'KK CONTROL 
Ro.hnj 
Green 
Tel 
S52 0M.S 
WHOOPEE — !!! 
BARGAIN HOUR 
SUNDAY-OPEN TIL 3 P.M. 
ADULTS-$1.00 
NOW PLAYING- EVE   7 30 SAT  4 SUN., 3:50, 7:30 
GET READY FOR EXCITING THRILLS AND SPILLS' 
From Bruce Brown who made Endless Summer    A Cinema 5 rWee.ll   RattrjQ 
KUS - EVE. - at 9.35 - SAT. ft SUN. - 2, 5:20. 9:30 
WATCH THE THROBBING 
RYTHM Of 
The Rolling Stones 
SHELTERIHT 
ACRES OF r«EE PARKIN). 
BewUef 
Gnu 
T»l. 
•OW-Wf H RilTf S   7:21. I 3>    SAT I SUN    2. 3 40. i 21 7 21.9 35 
|X.Ray Ion THe lender mmim el oeickuia them taceme love>i aad 
aaa iavelnd m the deeoer ralalnnakeii Irle etteit maples »ho Havi 
I aaty tatmielvei 10 laly apon let companion and allldionl 
mm 
PARAMOUNT actuals 
bends' 
[*) TECHNICOLOR" 
WITH ELTOaa JOMI 
cycle and we see first hand 
what it's like to dodge desert 
brush at better than fifty 
miles an hour. 
As "On Any Sunday" ended, 
I found that in a very mild way 
I'd been entertained. A couple 
of minutes later I heard some 
cycle freaks say they thought 
the movie was "fantastic." 
The other feature, "Gimme 
Shelter," as everyone no 
doubt already knows, is about 
the Rolling Stones' 1969 
Altamont concert at which a 
man was killed by the Hells 
Angels. Quite simply, it's a 
great film. 
HYSTERICAL   DEATH   is 
the theme of "Gimme 
Shelter" and everything 
builds toward the moment 
when we witness the killing 
itself. 
The    camera    constantly 
centers its attention on Mick 
Jagger. Lips parted and wet, 
his skinny body slinking all 
over the stage, Jagger, in 
black leotards with a while 
omega sign on his chest looks 
and acts like a demonic erotic 
jester. His voice is a violently 
sexual growl, full of sin and 
frustation. 
The camera work It, 
appropriately, rough and 
nervous At the beginning of 
the film it can't seem to stay 
still as it rapidly zooms in and 
out of facial close-ups. 
Later, as flareups between 
the crowd and the Hells 
Angels become more and 
more frequent, tension is 
edited into the film by the use 
of faster and faster cuts. 
Most of the shooting was done 
with 16mm film. Blown up to 
35mm, the texture of the film 
images is grainy, like the 
Stones' music 
"Gimme        Shelter" 
Sex   Information 
372-2281 
Selling Insurance 
isrjQlmy job - 
- helping you 
buy it 
Martin R. Stancik 
372-5040 
MUTUAL UFE 
INSURANCE CO. 
OFNEWYORK(MONY) 
ENDS TONIGHT:    DOC    at 7   15  9: I 5 
HHOBHB 
THEA7R 
NOW SHOWING Eve. at 7 
THE MOST ACCLAIMED MOTION 
PICTURE OF OUR TIME... 
Winner of 1 0 Aiodemy Awards - incl    "Best Picture    - 1961 
WEST SIDE STORY 
Starring Natal.* Wood. Rita Martno, Gtorf* CMtvis 
ALSO 
at 9:45 
It's a wonderful world, If you only lake Iho time to go 
around it...If you don't havo tho timo or money to tako a 
world wide cruise...come and *•*. 
Around The World In 80 Days 
Starring David Niven. Cantinflar, Shirley McCtaine 
•man '»i IMSI 
IN KMIN I "I 
I KMS Of M MeWe 
■MOOUSMaMM 
KXMNG CHAIH «»!! 
, GUM Wall 10 *«ll SHUNS -     • NIW (OtKIPI 01 IUMV IN'HUItWimll 
-jsoo iicoe n. u*«— t. »••!*•» u..n»t »r«. . WMMI TOM DO O.-1 
CINEMA ONE WEEK ONLY' 
'2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY" 
NEXT WEEK  OR ZHIWAGO 
. 
(CINEMA 2^ HURRY FINAL WEEKS' CHARIION HESTON 
-THE OMEGA MAN' 
ROSAIIND CASH 
(CINEMA 3^ LIMITED ENGAGEMENT CHILLING SUSPENSE DRAMA 
"LET'S SCARE JESSICA TO DEATH" 
RATED  GP H 
SOX IS YOUR BUSINESS 
hi rlh control OURS 
•Ve oeheve your private life should be JHHK own. And tarter, it 
comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded dcuf 
store isnt e«actly pn*ate. So we've made it possible tor you to 
get nunprescnption contraceptives through the mail 
>    IMIUI 
VYf  a... ..i.  .  in nirn'. ro«UJ.»|tl»**»  alXJ »•  lallt-r  t»o "I  tlW  m.*t 
...>■..«  ..-a., ainiihlr  in>nrirrf    IVtharlita .nil   NuFrMm  cuntfomi 
t    Hi*"   anvlhiMfj    vim   i-i   |*l    ••>   •>    >lru(altnr      ImpaxttXa 
ihr, rr   laglilvr     lhlM**r    rnw*   rxtilinf    l„   lie*,   arid 
iii4iiiil.iliiiihC   ind   lr\lin|   iMiniau'i   RHM   Islam  u   r» 
 nv co™j..ni jn*wh«r»   Hat**  l>»  I.HI    W«KM» in|»n martu- 
fj.-lurrr    ..(    men .   .oiili at*pt'<«*     F»tl.*t Ilia   HIM-   b«»ll    Jnd   Niirxm 
..... ....i. nrntmrn <<• turtiee UMDA »p»rii«<i»-i'  bui an -*a«v ■ in unii OemffnmeM Marxian, .rr©* .■* wen   We ihtnk you'll ">» 
prmi 
■i.-n, 
I    •iMn.i    reiMflila    and 
W*nd' whkh we K*v< 
rnindied  Imdi   ivjiUble 
i >»> •llutliatad brochurv uu* y*u i 
Nur'ofm And -I-"-' Mvrn other Am*rnji 
r»ierull> -'it> ».d Irom Ihe moir than or* 
today    And *• «kpiain   the   4iii*r*i*c«i 
We ab-> have t»a*.pre»cri|»«Na« loam far •••men and a wttfar 
nneU •' •>»•*- •** i>e>m6>hl»t. <m birlh .-untrul. BM. p*f>ulat.«n 
•nd >■ "t-'f» 
Waul moifl inTi'tni it««.* ll't In* '"»' ""^ ul yout n«m» and 
artdirw Belter it.ll. lo* on* dollar we II tend vou ah ih« tnlorma- 
lion UIUB two felheilile >(in|ik> and onr NuFoim Fo( lour dhallatt 
»«ii"ll f»t the brothuie plui ir.re« »«*n "I (•«■/ dillerenl rondean 
biandt iiniluiiitii b«Mii lmpt.MH AH torwjfcamoence and nvenhan. 
d.M it tftipped in a plain cover to protecl your privacy, and we 
auaranlee your money > •« ■ H yuu re not tatiaiird witn our produtlt 
Why wail* 
POrut-ATION  PLANNING   AlfttK 
Bee, tssa-t. IIUKI NUI. N r nsu 
CMlMnwn   Pttaw .•«*•. me     - Vn*,,   ir« brornur* and peSce 
243 
... »l no ibllc«lt«fi 
«rr.»tor    v., ..«•   lo.   ** 
Tr»r«r u"Mn 'or II •M.u 
summarizes what happened to 
most of us at the end of the 
60s In an older musical, 
"West Side Story," the two 
rival gangs join together in 
peace. "West Side Story" was 
made in 1961 when people still 
felt optimistic. 
AT THE END of the 60s 
Woodstock seemed to confirm 
the possibility of a better, 
more peaceful social 
structure. The    movie, 
"Woodstock," was a hymn in 
praise of the value of change. 
But all the hoping suddenly 
stopped. In December, the 
last month of the 60's came 
the free concert at Altamont 
and a killing. A festival of life 
had turned to death. 
Two striking moments end 
"Gimme Shelter." In the 
first, Mick Jagger is freeie- 
framed in extreme close-up 
right after he has watched a 
screening of the killing. No 
jester this time. His eyes are 
bewildered and scared. 
The other moment is the 
last in the film. The music 
runs down and stops, as if 
somebody pulled a plug The 
theater is silent and dark. So 
ends the 60s 
"On Any Sunday" is a film 
for 1971. Gay and happy and 
about what, for most people, 
is a weekend pastime. The 
point is well taken; these days 
it's best to have a hobby 
The last scene shows Steve 
McQueen and two friends 
riding their bikes on a huge 
beach at sunset. It looks 
exactly like an ad for Pepsi- 
Cola. The people 
"Woodstock" celebrated as 
progenitors of a new life have 
turned during these last two 
decayed years into the Pepsi 
generation. God help us all. 
THE WIZARD OP ID 
Night 
foil 
Whan the tun tofrly falls beyond the trews and houtas at 
night, plunging us Into darltnast, there it always Erntit 
Hemingway's menage to remember -- Ihe sun also ritet. 
ACLU leader speaks 
The establishment of a local 
chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLUl was 
urged by Benson Wolman, 
state director of the 
organization in a speech 
Wednesday 
"There can be no doubt that 
an ACLU chapter is needed 
here." Wolman said. He said 
that a local chapter could 
provide a viable organization 
that could keep watch over 
the courts. An ACLU chapter 
would provide representation 
in the courts as well as assist 
through legislation a variety 
of campus and community 
goals. 
With the permission of 
Bowling Green students to 
vote in community matters. 
Wolman said he anticipates a 
heavy scrutinizing of the 
youth upon registration. 
It is in situations similar to 
this, said Wolman. that the 
ACLU might step in and assist 
the student. 
"JUDGES WHO ARE 
watched act differently than 
judges who are not." Wolman 
stated An ACLU chapter 
could keep a watch over the 
Bowling Green court system, 
that has come under much 
attack in the past year, he 
added 
Wolman said that he 
believes that individual rights 
should be included in 
education. Treatment of 
students has been similar to 
the treatment of minority 
groups, said Wolman, but with 
the involvement of students in 
ACLU, justice might be put 
where it should be 
With ACLU chapters in 
most of the major 
metropolitan areas of Ohio, as 
well as Kent, Athens. Oxford. 
Yellowsprings and Oberlin. 
the establishment of a local 
chapter in Bowling Green 
would raise the number of 
chapters in Ohio to 13. 
by Brant perker end Johnny hart 
~#®**~ CLaSSIFIED   'mi 
CAMPUS CALENDAR MONDAY. OCT.». 1*71 
FRIDAY OCT. a. 1(71 
On Exhibition. Promenade 
Lounge, Union, the works of the 
silversmith. Dr J. Levan Hill 
Beta Beta BeU. HI Life Science 8 
pm   Regular meetinf 
Congrats to Debbie on your Air 
Force Sweetheart pinning from 
your burly friends 
Boy's 26    lightweight bike, new, 
Cherry Hill. Apt 59 352-0067 
B.G s first .in film Eyes of Hell' 
in 101 Hayes Hall after John 
Sebastion  Admission $100 
"Demon's and Things" one man 
art exhibition by Wade Thompson. 
Library, Library hours, 2nd floor 
From now until Oct. 30 
Women's Recreation Assoc. 
Intramural Volley-Bail 6 30 pm 
North Gym, Women's Bldg 
RUMS 
Delta    Gamma    Alums        The 
sisters can't wait to see you. 
Open House is at our place from 4- 
6 Sat 
Black light for sale 113 call 2-3K7 
For Sale 1961 Ford Econoline van. 
Call 352-7633 
Desperately needed: ride to Ohio 
University-Oct. 29 will share 
expenses-Meg 372-3414 
ABC-1 AM big on your activation! 
I AM big on my big! Congrats A 
l.il' Tau Luv-Sue 
67 VW Bug, mustard yellow 
w/black stripes sunroof, good 
condition, extras. 1995 ph 293 
McClure 
LOST 
Phi Delts: Thanks for a great tea 
Lets do It again  The DCs 
U.A.O. Campus movies "You're a 
Big Boy Now." "Good-bye Mr 
Chips'' 210 Math Science 6-6-11 
Silver heart necklace between 
Founders and town sentimental 
value Call 372-5923 
TOM DAVID: Please call Nancy 
B. and Becky R about this week- 
end 
64 Pontlac Tempest lair condition 
82.000 good transportation best 
ofler 352-9181 
1971 MGB conv.  Phone 353^9863 
ask for Dave 
SATURDAY, OCT. 0,1971 
Chess Club, 211 Moseley Hall, 9 
am-3pm  All welcome 
PERSONALS 
Will baby sit in my home Mon-Fri. 
Have references 353-3462 
Buy a '72 KEY buy a '72 KEY buy 
a "71 KEY buy a '72 KEY buy a '72 
KEY 
For Sale Jag XKE 1963-67 engine 
good condition 352-7387 
B.G.s first 3-D film   Eyes of 
Hell.' in 201 Hayes Hall at 64-10. 
Admission 11.00 
Women's Intercollegiate Field 
Hockey vs Central Michigan 11 
am. Sterling Farm Field 
1st Newman Lecture:     "Is the 
Pope      Infallible   Catholic 
Dissent" by Rev. James Bacik. 
Sun Oct 241 pm, Newman Center 
Admission free  Public invited 
The Sisters of Phi Mu say 
Congrats to Tom and Randi on 
their Ruh Rah Rub Rah Ruh Rah 
Ree pinning. Great to have the 
pin of an SAE 
'65  MGB  new  paint  runs  good 
phone 354-5832 
M. rmmate needed for 4 man apt 
Village Green call 35W171 
U.A.O. campus movies. "You're a 
Big Boy Now" and "Good-bye Mr. 
Chips" 6,8.210 Math Science 
Women's   Swim   Meet-B.G     vs 
Miami. 9 30am NaUtorium. 
The True Source: Scripture 
and/or church and/or Spirit?' 
Theme of this week's 
contemporary ecumenical 
worship UCF 4 Sunday 
Everyone welcome. 
This  is for Bogle because she 
never gets anything 
OCT 1 NOV RENT FREE 1 or 2 
girls - call Joann 352-0627 
How would you feel if your picture 
were In the 72 KEY and you hadn't 
ordered one? 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Want to move off campus? Apt 
available at Univ. Courts for 1 or 2 
girls Winter and Spring Quarters 
8165 per quarter Fully furnished! 
Call Nancy 352-0066 
SUNDAY. OCT. 24,1971 
Sunday Service sponsored by the 
Christian  Science  Organisation, 
10 SO am PrxHit Chapel 
Delta Sigma Pi, Alumni Room. 
Union 8 30 p.m. Mr. Dale 
Stormer. Pret. of Toledo Area 
AFLCIO will apeak on the price- 
wage trees*  Open to public 
Move on down to FINDERS 
RECORDS lit N Main St. New 
LP'i now available CatStevens- 
A4cM. SanUna-Columbu, John 
L*nn°n-Appl«,     s,,^     ^nm. 
Parrot, The Band-Capitol. Deep 
Purple-Warner Bros   aad much 
MEAL COUPONS anytime. 30* 
off 372-4779 
For rent 1 bdrm completely turn 
apt available Nov 1.372-1530 
For Sale: Acoustic Research 
Component Stero, w/Pinasonic 8 
trk. Recorderplayer Sell all or by 
piece  Ph 352-7891 
PAGUAI'S NEW HOURS: 5 until 
2 Sun thru Tour. 5 until 3 Fri 4 
Sat. Pagliai's 10M S. Main KI- 
WI 
For Sale - Armstrong Flute model 
•0-excellent condition 1185 call 
353-0821 
University Karate Club. Forum, 
Student Services Bldg 7-9. New 
■tmhiri needed, no experience ANYTIME. ANYWHERE, HOLIDAY TRAVEL 140 N. Male 
353*47 
Stereo-portabte-good     conditioo- 
850  Call Marty. 352 5583 
2 bdrm. furn. house, available 
1mm. pay elect, only. 8260 per mo. 
■ph  352-0102 
W1NTHROP NORTH li SOUTH 
rental OCZYSZCZENIC sale Oct 
19.20,21,22 If you know what the 
Polish word means you will get 85 
off your rent. Office: Napoleon 
Rd and the Perm Central tracks 
352-9135 9-5 
Female   roommate  needed call 
351*810 before noon 
Society for Creative 
Anachronism, m Moseley. 1-6 If 
food weather, weapons practice: 
last practice before KaUmaaoo 
Sausage and Pancake Dinner Sat. 
Oct a. 11-1 4-7 First United 
Methodist Chert* East Wooater- 
Allyoucaneat81» 
KLH Model  11 Portable record 
player also Djmaco SCA 80 amp 
sell 171-3142 
Needed: female    roommate 
braned  to share 1 bdrm apt 353- 
Farfisia Dual Compact Organ v. 
feed coad. 21 
361-9181 
F. rate needed for Winter Qtr. 
Green view call 351-0811 
FolCOfl    bfllld TH*  '97'  F°k0n Marthin*' *°nd bom,t  '" WeMlMO, Ud by IwirUrs and 
Drum Major Lindy McQuown   A lot of hard work goot into making tho band 
ready for il> half-time ihow. 
OP/AG explains aims 
By Dennis Seeds 
Al a meeting of students and 
townspeople at the Bowling 
Green Public Library 
Wednesday. John Geer. 
director of the Ohio Public 
Interest Action Group 
(OPIAG i. described his 
organization's operation and 
plans (or the year 
Geer said that OPIAG s 
office, which has been in 
operation only five weeks, is 
based in Columbus because 
the state! (ingress is there and 
because Columbus is centrally 
located. 
"We're focusing on slate- 
wide issues." explained Geer. 
h'e noted that OPIAG has a 
list of twenty preliminary 
study areas, including 
property tax. municipal 
sewage treatment, pollution 
control budgets and consumer 
price comparisons. 
•WE HAVE BETTER than 
f 101.000 said Geer "This is 
what was collected through 
contributions last spring." 
This treasury will pay the 
salaries of eight full-time 
professionals, office space 
and overhead. Geer explained 
"We are attempting to hire 
four full-time attorneys, and 
three to four full-time non- 
legal professionals such as 
engineers and architects." 
Geer said 
Geer explained the two 
functions of OPIAG. 
"The first is to undertake 
projects that the people want 
OPIAG to take." he said 
OPIAG will be a lobbying 
organ and will undertake 
litigation." the director 
stated 
"SECOND, WE WANT to be 
a resource to community and 
student groups," Geer noted 
lie intends to establish a 
clearinghouse and make lists 
of projects that are being 
undertaken by groups so as to 
give complete information on 
projects throughout Ohio. 
Geer said he hopes that an 
OPIAG lobbying network will 
be set up. a sort of 
"information hotline." that 
would let everyone know of 
congressional actions as soon 
as they happen. 
OPIAG has been receiving 
assistance from Ralph Nader, 
but Geer explained that Nader 
probably wouldn't be involved 
after next spring 
Geer said that OPIAG could 
raise $500,000 by spring Re 
hopes to find a professional 
fund raiser and get his 
"gratuitous" advice, in order 
to establish a constantly 
replenishing coffer. 
"WE OWE OUR EXIST- 
ENCE to an awful lot of 
people," said Geer. "Every 
contributor has a voice ." 
"It's the people who choose 
the projects.'' he pointed out 
"The biggest problem in 
public interest action groups 
today is fragmentation We 
need everyone working for 
common goals." Geer said 
"As of now, we have barely 
scratched the surface." he 
said "We need a great deal of 
volunteer help as well as full- 
time people, and many of 
them will be recruited from 
colleges By summer, we 
may double our professional 
staff 
1000 S  MAIN 
1  3ULF 1 
gas 
15 gal. Free wash 
10 gal .75 
5 gal .50 
RAIN CHECK 
Alumni ( 
Homecoming Special 
Time to take advantage of 
these sale prices for your 
early Christmas shopping: 
— 1971 Christmas plans (Royal 
Copenhagen. Bing and Grondahl) 
regular $15, salt price SI I 95 
— All German clocks, including mus- 
ical and miniature grandfather 
(shown) - 20% off 
Laige tapestries (Italy. Fiance) 
20% off 
— Original Hummel figurines - 10% 
off. 
— Jewelry (Spam) - 25% off. 
Mon.-Fri. 10-9. Sat. 9-5 
TWO MINUTE 
WALK 
TO AD BLDG. 
CAMPUS 
MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
NEW   MODERN    FURNISHED 
LARGE   PARKING   LOT 
TWENTY BUSINESS LOCATIONS AT YOUR FRONT DOOR 
MOVE    IN   NOW   OR 
LEASE   FOR   WINTER   SPRING   NEXT    FALL 
JUST    SOUTH   OF   BURGER    CHEF 
PHONE 
352-7365 352-4045 
352-9302 
HOMECOMING CALENDAR 
THURSDAY. OCT. 21 
Snakedance 7:00 
Queen Coronation 8:00 
Bonfire - Football team 
Coach Nehlen - B.G.S.U. Band 
FRIDAY, OCT. 22 
Homecoming Concert 8:00 
John Sebastian 
Homecoming Art Show 
Commuter Center 8-11 
Faculty - Alumni Day Speakers 
SATURDAY, OCT. 23 
Decoration Judging 9:30 
Hall of Fame 10:00 Athletic Dapt. 
Homecoming Art Show 10-10 
Pre-Game 1:00 
Miami vsB.6.1:30 
Sorority-Fraternity Teas 
Open Houses 
Offenhauer Towers - Tours 
Dinner-Dance 'The Omegas" 
Union Ballroom 8:00 - Semi-formal 
SUNDAY, OCT. 24 
Homecoming Art Show 10-3 
ih.»ON.w,, octewaa, wi/p.,.7 
And now ladies and gents- 
Falcon band marches on 
Bv Aorll Hill for e,ch show an<1 are tnen l0 an assor,men' °' music not and presents one concert. It is 
responsible for teaching them just rock," Kelly said. then    disbanded    until    the 
to their squad members. During   performances   the -following football season. 
"The band  is no one-man        Practice    for    each    show band plays certain selections Anyon, u .ii«tDi, m h. ,„ 
responsibility,     said   Falcon begins one week before the to a specific side of the Held. ihe    Falcon    band     Each 
marching band director, Mark presentation   Band members The songs which appeal most prospecljve       member 
S. Kelly march two hours each day and to the student body are played l,^^,  ^ u ^ Judj(ed 
He was describing the 1971 an additional practice is held to   the  student  sections,  or 0[) h|s ahjH    U) fc forn£JJo\u 
Falcon marching band which the morning before the game west side of the field and the gnd pJJIJZj „„ (he f^ 
is acclaimed by many as one       The Falcon band continues songs with appeal to parents 
of  the  best   Bowling  Green to    practice    despite    the and alumni go to the reserved "You have to want to be In it 
bands ever weather conditions. "We get seats, or east side more   than   anything   else," 
This year's band consists of wet. cold and chilly, but we Films are made each time Greg Kochan, senior  (Ed). 
152 members organized by a don't run for cover.We stand the  band  performs   so  that *°."»d leader, said, 
team of directors including out there because we know we members can learn from their Auditions for the band are 
Kelly. Jon Piersol, arranger have to do it. You take the mistakes   and   the  directing slricUy on a volunteer basis 
Louis E. Marini. drum major bitter and the sweet; you shut team    can    decide    which person, wno don't quality are 
Lindy    Mcyuown,     senior up and go about it. '  Kelly formations looked the best still eligible to audition    for 
(Ed..and 22 squad leaders said An average of six hours is m „„,  jeaJon or ,or ^ 
The student squad leaders       Themes   for   each   of   the spent preparing for each new concert and symphonic bands 
play an important role in the shows are chosen from the tormation before it  is even 
success of the band by helping ideas °' lhf directing staff, rehearsed on the field. Twirlers   for   the   Falcon 
to organize the formations on suggestions   from   the   band band   are   Bonnie   Ameling. 
the field members    and     requests EACH    FORMATION    is junior (Ed I, Debbie Wilson, 
submitted to the band. placed on a chart, with each junior   (Ed.),   and   feature 
EACH    LEADER    IS    in       EACH SHOW IS planned so individual's      position twirler  Linda Ohms,   junior 
charge of 10 band members that    the    theme    fits    the numbered    The   charts   are (Ed), 
and is responsible for knowing individual    game   day.    For then distributed to the band The band will present final 
the positions of each of his example, the music on Dad's members to memorize before performance on November 15 
squad    members    during Day and Homecoming is more the actual practice begins. The show is entitled "March 
formations. sentimental to appeal to the Practices    begin     before winds" and will be presented 
Squad leaders attend special memoriesof the "old days" classes start in the fall. The at   g   pm     in    ,j,e   Grano 
extra meetings and practices        "When the whole season is band performs for all home Ballroom  of  Ihe  University 
to learn the new formations through, people have listened games and one away game unjon. 
yjk    *•••••••••••••••••••••***•    *• 
* THE HUTCH PET SHOP * 
»
12 PRICE ODELL FISH TANKS        * 
* civ\t 10 gal $5.95 J 
* bjjl^ 15 gal $9.95 * 
HERES YOUR CHANCE 20 gal $12.95 * 
I TO WIN A 9Q„o| <17 0K * 
J   FREE AQUARIUM SETUP! ** flai JI/.W * 
TANK, LIGHT & STAND 55 gal $54.95 * 
* ™rr™™.r     io° oa| $119-95     * 
* J NAME - I S. PROSPECT - 5 BLK. SOUTH * 
^■ADDMSS-                                I ofE.WOOSTER Z 
* I PHONE NO- | -•■««-«- W 
* I............ 354-9603 . 
•# •••*••••  ••••••••••••••••••••x 
JETHRO 
TULL 
& FREEDOM 
MON. OCT. IS    7:30 PM 
TOLEDO   SPORTS  ARENA 
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Falcons encounter 
top defensive team 
Super soph Pool Miles will attempt to become the first player in history to gain 100 yard. rushing in on* gam* against Miami's defense. The Redskins load tho nation in 
total defenie and are allowing just 75 total yards rushing per gam* this 
season. Miles olono is averaging 136.4 yards per contest for the Falcons. 
Injuries slow harriers 
in bid for All-Ohio title 
By Du Cusedey 
Sports Writer 
Bowling Green won't be at 
full strength, but will still be 
favored to defend it's All-Ohio 
cross country title tomorrow 
at 11 a.m. beside the stadium 
track. 
Craig Macdonald. 
consistently in the Falcon's 
top five, will miss the race 
with a stress fracture of the 
right foot. Top runner Dave 
Wottle will participate with 
nagging muscle strains. 
"I hope Macdonald will be 
back for the MAC. but that's 
questionable right now." said 
coach Mel Brodt 
"Wottle is still having 
problems with another 
muscular strain," added 
Brodt. "Otherwise everyone 
seems to be in fairly good 
condition " 
WOTTLE WILL lead the top 
seven runners from last 
week's Toledo meet against 20 
teams from Ohio colleges and 
universities on the five mile 
BG course. 
University teams 
competing in the All-Ohio are: 
Akron, Ohio State. Ohio 
Wesleyan, Toledo, Ohio 
University, Miami, Kent, 
Cleveland State. Capital. 
Cincinnati, Baldwin Wallace, 
Case-Western,. Reserve and 
host Bowling Green. 
College   teams   include: 
Ashland,    Oberlin.     Mount 
Union,   Defiance,   Marietta. 
Rio Grande, Cedarville and 
Malone. 
All teams will run in one 
race but there will be team 
titles in both the University 
and College Divisions At the 
same time, the Falcons will 
conduct a triple dual with OU 
and Miami. 
Top competition for the 
University Division honors is 
expected to take place 
between the same three teams 
holding the triple dual. BG. 
OU and Miami. 
Mount Union is lavored to 
capture their fifth straight 
College Division 
championship. Baldwin 
Wallace may press them and 
Malone is an outside threat. 
AT    11:4*    a.m..    the 
Offensive rejuvenation 
By Via Maaalx 
Think back one year ago at this time Instead of the '71 
Bowling Green offense which pummels opponents in the second 
half, you have the offense o( (hat team of 1970 whose biggest 
accomplishment was finding its way back onto the field after 
halftime. 
The way most of their games ended up last season, they 
probably wished they hadn't bothered sticking around (or the 
final thirty minutes. 
After all,one of the lousiest places to watch the game is from 
the bench which is where the Falcon attack spent most of its 
time last season. 
Well, things are a lot better now. putting it "Mile-dly" and, 
you say. its because ol that new blood in the offense. That's for 
most of the starters on this "Bang-Bang" Bowling Green 
attack 
FOR TWO FALCON olfensive linemen, however, it is more a 
coase of rejuvenation rather than new young blood Tackle 
Tony Kijanko. and center Denny Maupin experienced the 
overall frustration of last season's bungling offense as starters 
"This new feeling was brewed during spring drills." said 
Kijanko "I still had my doubts though when we came back for 
summer ball, but the work was hard, the spirit good, and I 
really felt things come together." 
"We know we can drive the ball, we've got the conlidence," 
said Maupin. if we get stopped, the defense II hold, we get the 
ball back, and we'll drive again." 
Both Kijanko, and Maupin credit their growth in confidence 
and current success to their new line coach. Ray Dempsey 
"You know for the first time that I can remember, we're 
really playing for the coach. Tony remarked "He treats you 
as a grownup, and gives you the responsibility to get the job 
done." 
IN SIMPLIFYING the intricacies of "down-blocking." 
"scrambling-bloeking." etc. Dempsey has reduced the 
mistakes which plagued the offensive line last season 
For example when Kent jumped out 17 points in front of the 
Falcons in the third quarter, Dempsev looked at his guys before 
they took the field and said: "We've worked too hard to look 
like this." 
"We got mad out there then," said Tony "I| was ridiculous 
that they were that far ahead, we knew we were better 
That the line of Kijanko, Gene Nicolini, Maupin. Fred Stun, 
and John Cierwinski has burrowed, butted, and bashed its way 
into what is likely the MAC'S top offensive line is also a result of 
the team's superb physical condition. 
"In films toe whole line blows off the ball so hard." said 
Denny, "that the defense is shoved back two vards even 
before the play really gets going." 
This wave of force, as Maupin calls it, will have to be at its 
peak tomorrow, for the reef of the nation's best defense lies 
"Jin Perry Stadium tomorrow 
Federation portion of the All- 
Ohio meet will take place with 
the Ohio Track Club, Falcon 
Track Club, a Mount Union 
team and possibly others 
BG runners not 
participating in the All-Ohio 
will run in the Federation 
meet, along with outstanding 
individuals like former 
Falcon-all-American Sid Sink 
and Western Michigan's 
Jerry Liebenberg. 
The focus, however, will be 
on the first race Publicity on 
both the team and individual 
titles has centered about MAC 
schools 
And the Falcons (6-1), 
Miami (6-2). and Ohio (5-2) 
are getting most of thai 
attention. 
Bowling Green attempts to 
defend its title with a record 
of 21 wins in its last 22 meets 
and two straight Notre Dame 
Invitational championships. 
THE FALCONS WILL send 
a lineup of Wottle, Tracy 
Elliott, Steve Danforth. Chris 
Doyle, Bob McOmber, Jim 
Ferstle and Rick Schnittker 
against the field 
Wottle, who's set four 
records in four meets, will In- 
to become the third individual 
champion from BG in four 
years. Peil be after the 
course record of 24 51 he set 
three weeks ago. 
Peil get strong competition 
from Ohio's Bill Paviland. 
10,000 meter champ at the 
United States Summer 
Olympic training camp, and 
Miami's Dennis Bayham. 
"(BG'sl Danforth could be 
up there too if he wants to." 
coach Brodt predicted, "and 
Elliott could be as well " 
The Falcons are more 
concerned with the team 
championship, though, and (he 
Bobcats and Redskins are 
looking to upset the Falcons. 
Against common opponents, 
the Bobcats have beaten Kent 
and Toledo, but lost to 
Western Michigan BG beat 
all three. 
Miami lost to both Indiana 
and Ball State. The Falcons 
also fell to Indiana, but thev 
defeated Ball State 
Macdonald's loss doesn't 
dispel Coach Brodt s thoughts 
of turning back the league 
rivals and the other stale foes, 
though. 
"We have enough depth to 
take over Macdonald's spol 
and fill in for us." declared 
Brodl 
"We just have to get some 
people up' for the meet." 
4? 
SPOITS 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Editor 
Once again fans it will be a 
top-rated defense against the 
high-powered Bowling Green 
offense. 
Tomorrow, it will be the 
number one total defense in 
the nation. Miami against the 
super-sophs in Falconland. 
The Redskins are allowing 
an average of just 143 yards 
per game The skins are also 
second in pass defense, fourth 
in rushing delense and fourth 
in scoring defense. 
The most important of those 
figures is the one of rushing 
defense where they are 
allowing only 75 yards a game 
The main force trying to 
move the Miami defense will 
be the superesl of the Falcons 
super sophs tailback Paul 
Miles 
MILES  HAS GAINED 682 
yards rushing in live games to 
rank fourth in the nation in 
rushing offense Miles also 
has another incentative. No 
player in modern history has 
rushed for more than 100 
yards in a game against the 
Redskin defense Miles has 
broken the 100 yard mark in 
all five games this season, bul 
finished with only 97 total 
yards in the Western Michigan 
game when (hrown for a 15 
yard loss with minutes 
remaining 
"Miami has the best overall 
delense we will fare this year 
They have the best coached 
defense we will face. The 
middle guard Doug Krause is 
the best defensive player in 
the league.' said Falcon head 
coach Don Nehlen. 
Another top Miami 
defensive player Dick 
Dougherty is out for the 
season after suffering a knee 
injury Dougherty was one of 
the top delensive tackles in 
the conference and was a first 
team all-MAC selection last 
year and an honorable 
mention all-America. 
MARC SMITH, also a first 
team all-MAC selection last 
season, anchors the lefl side 
of the Miami defense from his 
linebacker spot Smith, led 
the Redskins in defensive 
statistics last year with 87 
tackles and 136 assists 
Steve Kovacs at tackle and 
defensive back field members 
Tim Raybuck (Apache), 
Doug Sheman (halfback I and 
Tom Van Deusen (safety) are 
also experienced members of 
the highly rated Redskin 
defense. 
Miami Sports Information 
Director. Dave Young said in 
a Wednesday press 
conference that "this is the 
first big challenge of the year 
to stop a rusher. We have 
faced i Gary) Kosins (Dayton) 
and i Bill) Gary (Ohio) but not 
a Paul Miles." 
On offense the Redskins 
also have a strong sophomore 
tailback in Bob Pitchens. 
Pitchens is 12th in the nation 
in rushing with 588 yards in 
five games. 
Powever. Miles and 
Pitchens are two different 
type of runners. Pitchens is a 
more straight ahead stronger 
runner than Miles according 
to Young, while Miles is the 
more elusive runner going 
around the ends. 
AS THE TWO TEAMS are 
similar in tailbacks, they are 
also alike at fullback and at 
quarterback 
Fullbacks Joe Booker of 
Miami and Jerry Fields of BG 
are the same type of go-ahead 
runners that will get you first 
down yardage when you need 
it. And both teams are 
involved in a two quarterback 
situation with coaches Nehlen 
and Bill Mallory not knowing 
which one to start. 
For BG, both Reid Lamport 
and Joe Babies have done well 
in spots bul Nehlen indicated 
that Lamport will get the 
starting nod because of his 
performance against Kent. 
At Miami. Mallory has 
sophomore Slew Showalter 
and junior Steve Williams. 
Williams is listed first on all 
depth charts but Young 
indicated that Showalter has 
been starting the games. 
Showalter is the better passer 
of the two while Williams has 
the edge in the running 
department. 
Miami runs a Pouston veer 
type of offense with two tight 
ends about 75 per cent of the 
time according to Nehlen. It 
will be the fourth game in a 
row  that  the  Falcons  have 
faced    some   type   of    the 
Pouston veer offense 
THE MIAMI offense has 
had trouble putting points on 
the scoreboard except in the 
Marshall game (66-6). Take 
away the Marshall score and 
the Redskins have scored only 
12 points a game. The skins 
were shut-out against Ohio 
although they gained 317 
yards. 
That should be good news 
for the Falcons defense after 
the Kent game The BG 
defense had some problems 
but the steamroller offense 
took up the slack 
"We didn't play poor 
defense, they (Kent) played a 
pretty    good    offense,"' 
commented Nehlen. 
Nehlen is confident of the 
Falcons offensive power 
"Weil give them more 
problems than any other 
offensive team," commented 
Nehlen. 
The last few years the 
Miami and BG have been 
close contests. 7-3.3-0,9-7 and 
17-14 But this year the 
Falcons have a better offense 
than they have had in previous 
years and also the defense can 
do the job when the time 
arises. 
In the words of Lamport 
after the Kent game. "This 
week the offense had it. last 
week the defense had it, next 
week we'll put it all 
together." 
Miami (4-1) at Bowling Green (4-11 
Dayton (2-4) at Toledo (6-0) 
Marshall (1-4) at Western Michigan i4-2) 
Ohio(3-2lat V.P.I. (1-4) 
Kent (1-5) at XavienO-5) 
Year to date (4-11 
By Jack O'Breta 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Xavier-Kent game will go the the Golden Flashes 
As Eddie Woodward will startle the fans with his touchdown 
dashes. 
The Bobcats upset the Redskins one week ago 
And will make V.P.I number three in a row. 
Marshall is hurting with freshmen galore 
So the Broncos will win by at least 44. 
I'll take a flyer with the Flyers and predict them to score 
Powever. the Rockets will tally eight times more. 
Miami has beaten the Falcons many times in the past 
And despite the Redskins strong defensive cast. 
Paul Miles and company will prove too fast 
As the Redskins will leave town tied for last 
Ruggers prepare for Dayton tourney 
The Bowling Green Rugby 
Club has an open date this 
weekend and will use the time 
to prepare for the Ohio rugby 
tournament October 30 at 
Dayton. 
THE RUGGERS lost a 24 14 
decision to Fort Wayne last 
Saturday while the rugby "B" 
team roared back in the 
closing minutes to salvage a 4- 
4 tie against the Fort Wayne 
"B" squad. 
Facing several 9.4 sprinters 
cut from the Detroit Lions 
National     Football     League 
team,    the    ruggers    were 
plagued by the 
fumbilitis disease. 
"WE STUNK like hell," 
said Bowling Green coach 
P.J. Paynes in refering to his 
team's performance. 
Scoring  trys   in   the  "A" 
contest were Mike Bern. Chip 
Ely and Rick Griswold. Benz 
also added a conversion kick. 
In the "B" match. Bowling 
Green fell behind 4-0 at the 
half. Powever. the ruggers 
rebounded from their 
lethargic first half and took 
command in the final half to 
salvage the tie. 
ROOKIE MIKE TERWOOD 
picked up a Fort Wayne punt 
blocked by player-coach 
Roger Mazzarella and bulled 
his way over the goal line for 
the    typing    score.        The 
conversion attempt was wide 
and the game end.J in a 
gigantic brawl. 
Coach Paynes praised the 
"B" forwards for the head up 
handing off or kicking the ball 
rather than dying and being 
tackled with it. 
Booters edge Wooster 
Warren Peede's accurate 
foot and Joe Costa's subtle 
pass combined to ram home 
the winning goal with just 
three seconds remining at 
Wooster. Wednesday. 
The last second tally gave 
the Bowling Green boosters a 
2-1 win over the fourth best 
team in Ohio But the favored 
Scots came out of the game 
as the Falcons fifth victim 
in six starts this season. 
The soccer team is now 
assured of a winning seasons 
and should move up from sixth 
place in the state rankings 
after the defeat of number 
four Wooster. 
Peede's winning goal ended 
what must have been one of 
the closest and exciting soccer 
games ever played in college 
action But, BG Wooster 
games are always close. Two 
years ago at Wooster the 
score was 1-0 for the Falcons 
in an overtime contest. 
Both teams got off 21 shots 
on goal with Falcons 
freshman sensation goalie Bill 
Peyen saving 12 and the Scots 
goalie stopping 11 shots 
THE    WINNING    PLAY 
almost took place by accident 
as Costa made his pass across 
the goal mouth to Rich Cotton 
But. Cotton missed the ball 
and it rolled far enough for 
Peedes to put it in the net for 
the victory. 
Cotton broke a scoreless 
deadlock in the second period 
with an unassisted tally and 
Wooster's Peter Barrett tied 
the game four minutes later 
with a goal 
The Falcons will travel to 
Michigan State Wednesday, 
the second game of a four 
game away trip The booters 
still have games remaining 
with Ohio State and Denison 
on the road and a final home 
contest with Ohio University, 
two weeks from tomorrow. 
by a*a*.**a <•* 
Scrum Somewhere among all those feet is a ball similar to a football whkh the above ruggers or* attempting to kick free. In rugby, this formation and procedure It 
caked a scrum. 
